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Episode n. 4: Phil Turner on how to
cut it in the film industry in the
21st century
Phil Turner tells us
how to find your
place
and
the
spotlight, in the
film industry in the
21st century.

26 April 2017 – The seasoned movie professional talks about
his twenty years’ span in the movie business, from military
gigs to tribal work, with Annabelle Gauberti at the Hospital
Club in London. What does it take, to become a successful film
director in the 21st century? How do you get some traction
with your projects, and garner clout and respect from film
producers and end-clients?
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A global network
Clients praise Crefovi’s lawyers for their responsiveness &
ability to understand the technical, business and legal
aspects of each commercial transaction and come back, deal
after deal, to be advised by them.
While London and Paris based, we routinely work across
borders. The vast majority of our engagements are multijurisdictional. We are used to working in multinational teams,
and rely on our network of specialist lawyers for support in
other jurisdictions.
The team has therefore established an extensive international
network of creative industries’ contacts and a close
association with other specialist lawyers worldwide. Our
history of successes in high profile, politically sensitive
matters reflects an ability to act swiftly and with the utmost
discretion.
Indeed, Crefovi’s lawyers are very well connected in the world
of the creative industries, attending, and participating to
discussion panels at, on a regular basis, each session of the
professional trade shows such as CES, Web Summit, DLD & Slush,
Midem, as well as the Cannes film festival and EFM and the
Berlinale.

Crefovi regularly updates its social media channels, such as
Linkedin, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and Facebook. Check our

latest news there!
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